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Free Essay: Symbolism in The Grapes of Wrath John Steinbeck is an author known worldwide for his compelling stories
and novels. One such novel is The.

They then begin a long journey to California because it is said that California is a great place to find work.
While acknowledging the Judeo-Christian content, these other symbols are just as important. The Grapes of
Wrath by John Steinbeck is a classic book read by millions in high school due to its simple prose, clear
symbolism, and its heartwarming story of perseverance against the odds. However, this novel is far more
Thematic Message: Good vs. The Joad family alongside thousands of other refugees also affected by the dirty
thirties migrates west towards California seeking employment and a new home. In the excerpt from John
Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath, there is man who needs to buy ten cents worth of bread, but Mae, a waitress
who works at the diner, does not want to sell the bread because they need it. Well a man from The Grapes of
Wrath made the perfect example. Comparably, the driver of the truck goes out of its way to hit the turtle,
knocking it on its back. Injustice: Steinbeck is particularly wrathful about the injustices that exist in a society
in which a very few control all of the wealth. In the third chapter of the novel, author John Steinbeck
introduces a determined turtle who attempts to make its journey across a highway. During the Dust Bowl,
hundreds of thousands of southerners faced many hardships, which is the basis of the novel called The Grapes
of Wrath Conclusion words - 4 pages Grapes of Wrath is the true American novel about the migration of the
people in the Midwest during the dust bowl. It is an ancient creature, and associated with old age comes
wisdom. As the turtle is walking across an old dirt road, a car begins to come near where the turtle is crossing.
They are tested in various ways that in the end leaves them stronger. As one can notice in The Grapes of
Wrath, these acts cause farmers' migration towards unknown countries in which they think as the favorable
place to find a solution to their problems. Therefore, in a way, Tom Joad represents one of the Disciples. The
Joads truly experience hard time that test their character, their dignity and their strength. The driver swerves
intentionally to hit the defenseless animal. Steinbeck's novel, though it is surprisingly lacking in surface-level
symbolism, was "conceived [on] simultaneous levels of existence, ranging from socio-economic determinism
to transcendent spirituality" DeMott, xiii. The Joad's are the main family in John Steinbeck's novel The Grapes
of Wrath, which he created to give voice to the hundreds of families that found themselves at their absolute
rock bottom during the Great Depression of the 20th Century in America. Throughout the novel there are
multiple scenes that show that people like the Joades can make it through almost any situation. These
substantial concepts are woven into the book by the use of inter chapters, the telling of the Joads story and the
use of symbols. Everyone has a different American Dream, and it Selfishness In The Grapes Of Wrath words -
9 pages community who is victim of self-interest, crime, dishonesty and extreme search of profit. Heroism in
The Grapes of Wrath words - 5 pages characteristics of a deserving candidate for such a title. The fact that the
infant was still born is symbolic of the death of that hope as well. It begins walking again. The dust and the
turtle symbolize the journey of the migrants starting from the moment they were kicked out of their homes. It
is full of hope that is built up by the characters, the Joades, and how they deal with the problems they dealt
with on their travels to California. The turtle faced a red ant, barely escaped death by a car twice, and had to
struggle with rough terrain along with flipping himself upright after being flipped over by the front wheel of a
ruck. Centuries later, religion has retained its place in American society, being expressed in a variety of ways
and particularly emanating in times of struggle and hardship. This novel in a very descriptive and emotional
way tells of one family's migration west to California from Oklahoma the Joad family through the great
economic depression of the 's. The only hope these farmers have now is to move out west to look for work and
to have a better life. Both the turtle and the Joads are travelling west, and have various impediments to
overcome. John Steinbeck The Grapes of Wrath essay may be a bit difficult for you if you are pressed for
time. The dust is the best symbol Steinbeck uses to represent the bigger farms and natures roll in the future of
the migrants. From people, companies and various other situations that exploit them, figure head that abuse
their authority and mother nature. Steinbeck uses powerful imagery, unique and suspenseful structure,
dramatic tone, and compelling symbolism to effectively squeeze a mountain of an issue into pages of text. The
Joads completely defy corruption, authority, and Mother Nature herself. The dust is the first significant
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symbol Steinbeck uses to represent the migrants and their struggles. While acknowledging the Judeo-Christian
content, these other symbols are just as important, and an exploration into their use in Steinbeck's work, reveal
their real significance Steinbeck's novel, though it is surprisingly lacking in surface-level symbolism, was
"conceived [on] simultaneous levels of existence, ranging from socio-economic determinism to transcendent
spirituality" DeMott, xiii. However, Steinbeck as usual was eclectic in his use of symbols, and a great deal of
the novel is given to either pagan and universal archetypes, or to highly original meanings unique to the
author's own vision and experience. The inevitable Grapes of Wrath essay will follow, in which you will be
asked to discuss a theme or some of the symbolism in the work.


